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Mastercraft tires mxt 35x12. 50r20

SkuN913517-99BrandMastercraftModelCourser MXTSize35X12.50R20Load index121speed RatingQLoad Range (10 ply) Typelight TrucksPerformmenMud Terensall Seasonrun FlatNautQGN/AsidewallBs RW: Black Side Vaulted Depth20/32Yearn/AS Width 12.5Tire height35Rim diameter 20MPN9000002020202UPC/EAN029142803881TreadlifeN/OE marks/AE Tires promote
excellent all-weather traction. Individual walking elements with variable depth manage to find good grip on dry, wet and winter seasons. These running elements ensure frequent road connectivity throughout the year and guarantee a safe performance. High zero ratio makes hydroplanning impossible to eliminate water and mud from under the footprint. Tires are pinned to studs,
which can be added to the walk and increase snow and snow-covered road traction. Maintained road connectivity makes the driving experience safer in all situations. Walking pattern actively increases soil terrain traction. All moving elements work together to maintain a firm grip on the surfaces of soft and loose terrain, even in deep mud and sand. Trade design has a high zero
ratio, large, independent walking blocks, stone ejectors and side-biters. They hold the road of tires all the time, further upgrading the off-road performance of the tire. Special side-biters are located on the upper sidewall and they, along variable shoulder trade block edges, improve traction and road grip on deep and loose terrain surfaces. The tire protects its casing from damage.
Its self-cleaning nature manages to eliminate soil and ice and take out rocks trapped among its moving elements. This keeps the tyre road connectivity at all times and prevents stone retention, which can damage the tyre casing. In addition, the strong tire compound effectively prevents off-road damage from injuring the casing by resisting puncture, cut and friction. In this way, the
tire is more durable against the rough off-road terrain. The center blocks of trade design continuously maintain the road connectivity of the tire. Improved road connectivity improves steering responsiveness and driving stability. The steering becomes faster and more accurate, while the structure is secured against the drive. Improved road connectivity also manages to distribute
driving pressure with the equally walking area. Acceleration, corner and braking, hard, wear-resistant compound as well as equally spreading forces of acceleration, cornering and braking significantly increase the usefulness of walking life and tires. The intended purpose of the soil terrain tire type is off-road use. They are not designed for regular highway driving. The actual
product may vary courser MXT is an extreme off-road dirt terrain tire perfect for lightweight truck owners and extreme Demanding aggressive off-road traction and excellent handling on the highway. MXT sports an attractive side biter design and wider, deep-running grooves for better off-road mud and ice traction performance. The amount of rubber on the road is optimized to
provide excellent extreme terrain traction and increased driving feel, while the aggressive, deep side biter design enhances off-road traction, and sidewall abrasion resistance. Oysters provide soil-scoop effects for better off-road traction. The traction edges on the turn shoulder elements add extra cutting edges for better lateral grip. Wide grooves between the outer running blocks
allow the MXT to be easily cleaned, increasing the grip for better traction. Sipping for increased wet traction on the highway also provides additional cutting edges for increased off-road traction. Even half-clad, 80% of MXT sips remain functional, providing a more consistent performance throughout the life of tires. Glasses SKU: CMXT 9000020202 UPC: Tire Model: Corser MXT
Tire Type: Soil Terrain Tire Height: 35 Tire Width: 12.5 Tire Rim Diameter: 20 Tire Metric Aspect Ratio: NA Tire Metric Width: NA Tire Size Standard: 35x12.50r20 Tire Metric Size: NA Data Product Type: MOTHER Class Tire Load Rating: E Side Wall: BWS Tire Cross Section: 12.5 Tire Diameter Genuine: 34.6 Data Product Badge: 4 Free Data Ship for Default QT: 4 Manuals and
Guides Customer Reviews, Questions and Answers Customers also saw more rides [+] Courser MXTOff Road/Clay Terrain-Studded Studables: 35X12.50R20Read Review (1) Where is the price? Available (last Czech 1/18/21) Mastercraft Corser MXT is an extreme off-road mud terrain built with lightweight truck and road enthusiasts in mind. Aggressive off-road traction and road
handling great on mastercraft were prepared for a deep wide walk with an optimal zero for rubber ratio. Its side bitter sidewall increases traction large oysters provide a scooping effect for debris while cleaning easily. Corser MXT also has full depth sipping for better grip on wet pavement and even half-wearing, 80% of sipping remains. The diameter of the 35X12.50R20 Mastercraft
Corser MXT mounts at 34.69, a width of 12.5, 20 rims and 598 revolutions per mile. It weighs 64 lbs, has a maximum weight of 3195 lbs, a maximum air pressure of 65 psi, a walking depth of 20/32 and should be used at a rim width of 8.5-11. View All Courser MXT Tire Sizes Tire Review [+] If you want to submit a review please do so Here Anonymous Review Performance: 10/10
Attendance: 9/10 Noise: 4/10 Comfort: 10/10 Price: Good Deal Recommendation: Yes $75 Discount Versler DuraTracg. $375.00Destination M/T2Avg. $443.50All Country M/TAvg. $211.00Evolution M/TAvg. Select $298.50 Tire by Vehicle by Diameter Acura Alfa Romeo American Motors Aston Martin Audi Bentley BMW Buick Cadillac Chevrolet Chrysler Datsun Dodge Eagle
Ferrari Fiat Ford Origin Geo GMC Honda Hummer Infiniti Isuzu Jaguar Jeep Kia Lamborghini Land Rover Lexus Lincoln Lotus Maserati Mebach Mazda McLaren Mercedes-Benz Mercury Mini MG Mitsubishi Nissan Oldsmobile Plymouth Pontiac Porsche Ram Rolls Royce Saab Sablen Saturn Scion Smart Subaru Suzuki Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo Selection Year Selection
Model Selection Options Brand: Mastercraft Model: Corsor MXT Size: 35X12.50R20LT Inventory Number: 9000002020202 Aspect Ratio: 12.5 Inflated Diameter: 12.5 Inflated Diameter: 35X12.50R20LT Inventory Number: 12.5 Inflated Diameter: 12.5 12.5 34.69 Inflated Width: 12.5 Load Index: 121 Load Range: E Max Load Pressure: 3195@65 Ply: 10 Revs Per Mile: 733 Section
Width: 35 Service Details: 35 Service Details: 121 121 Load Range: 3195@65 Ply: 10 Revs Per Mile: 733 Section Width: 35 Service Details: 121 Load Range: E Maximum Load Pressure: 3195@65 Ply: 10 Revs per mile : 733 Section Width: 35 Service Details: 121 Load Range: E Max Load Pressure: 3195@65 Ply: 10 Revs Per Mile: 733 Section121Q Sidewall: Black Side Wall
Speed Index: Q Tire Rim Diameter: 20 Tire Type: Soil Terrain Walking Depth: 20 Weight: 65 lbs Warranty: Full manufacturer warranty drive with confidence with these Mastercraft Corser MXT clay terrain tires. This typical set of tires comes in a 35X12.50R20LT configuration with a queue speed index and a load rating of 121. Tires are the only thing that connect your vehicle to the
ground and keep you safe while you're on the road. Make sure your next set is what you can trust. Mastercraft Corser MXT is designed to ensure you should go where you have to go; Safe. Hosting a full manufacturer warranty warranty, these Mastercraft Corser MXT tires are designed to handle your lifestyle. UsALL includes soaring, balancing and shipping in at least 48 states in
related videos about wheel and tire package prices. Tire pressure monitor sensors (TPMS-$179 all 4) and sounding nuts ($45 W locking all 4 sets) can be added as you check out. Wheels, tires, shipping and warranties are provided to sell hundreds of brands at the best prices available by an authorized distributor! So check out our thousands of wheels or just ask about a custom
order for you! Our goal is to provide our customers with excellent customer service at unbeatable prices! Shippingway ships to less than 48 states for the advertised price. With the size and complexity of shipping wheels and tires, always allow 2-3 weeks for our normal packaging and shipping process. We can ship around the world for an additional fee. Please contact us for
international shipping rates, custom offset is not responsible for any customs, buyer is responsible for all fees and paperwork above and beyond standard freight. Just choose the fitment assistance link at the top of any screen. What to expect on delivery 1. Please be sure to inspect every piece before signing any document. If your items are shipped via UPS/FedEx ground, a
signature is not required, but please be sure to inspect the products as soon as possible and follow up with us if Any issues so we can assist! 2. If damaged, be sure to make complete notes on the documents before signing. 3. If damage is discovered after signing the documents, please make sure we are notified within 5 business days of receiving the order. Warranty all wheels
and tires carry a full manufacturer's warranty, please ask for additional ask Any returns or cancellations outside 24 hours of placing an order usually charge about 20% of the restocking fee from the manufacturer concerned (this includes wheels or tires sent from the manufacturer to our warehouse to prepare your order). Buyer returns is responsible for shipping and a restocking
fee (at the manufacturer's discretion) if the warranty is returning without claim or defect/quality issue. Wheel or tire change requests made outside 24hrs can also have about 20% restocking fees, where the process has orders. The wheels cannot be returned to the manufacturer after the tire is mounted; Nor did the tires return after they've been driven over. If you have any
concerns about fitments, returns, warranty claims, etc., just share those concerns via email, and our experts will work with you! SDWC is directly responsible and manages the sale of wheel and tires. Warning: This product can expose you to black carbon extracts, which the state of California is known to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm. Visit
p65warnings.ca.gov for more information. All Wheels Online Store Wholesale Program Wheel Shine Shine
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